March 9, 2023
In compliance with DepEd Order (DO) No. 8, s. 2013
this advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28, s. 2001,
but only for the information of DepEd officials,
personnel/staff, as well as the concerned public.
(Visit depecalabarzon.ph)

ONLINE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE QUIZ BEE

The Saint Francis of Assisi College 104 LC - a Campus Lions Club, non-
stock, nonprofit, service oriented group will conduct an ONLINE Competition focused
on ENVIRONMENT. This is also very timely in celebration of EARTH DAY this April
where participants will review pertinent issues about the Environment. The activity
dubbed as ONLINE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE QUIZ under the
supervision of Panlalawigan Mind Challenge in partnership with Gas Cloud Learning
Management Solutions will be held on May 6, 2023, Saturday thru an ONLINE
Platform.

The participants of this activity are winners of the Panlalawigan Mind
Challenge 2022 and interested individuals particularly students and their coaches
from other regions.

Attached are the guidelines and mechanics of the contest for information
and guidance.

For questions and clarifications, you may contact DR. SANTOS T.
CASTILLO, Charter President of Saint Francis of Assisi College 104 LC at
09777017576.

cc:02/ROC6

Address: Gate 2, Karangalan Village, Cainta, Rizal
Telephone Nos.: 02-8682-5773/8684-4914/8647-7487
Email Address: region4a@deped.gov.ph
Website: depecalabarzon.ph
SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI COLLEGE 104 LIONS CLUB

in partnership with
CAVITE ASMEPPS 103-A LIONS CLUB PMJF

presents

2ND ONLINE NATIONAL
Environmental Science Quiz

ENVI-SCI ESSAY, ENVI SCI RANCE,
ENVI SCI SLOGAN MAKING

A Fund-Raising Program for Clubs Environmental Projects

"The environment is where we all meet; where we all have a mutual interest; it is the one thing all of us share" L. Johnson

- STUDENT CATEGORY (Grade 1 to College)
- TEACHER and PARENT CATEGORY

MAY 6, 2023

PHP600 Registration Fee

VIA GAS CLOUD
LMS & ZOOM
Environmental Science Quiz Guidelines

To register, please click: lionsclub.gascloud.tech/registration

To upload Proof of Payment and check registration Status, pls click: lionsclub.gascloud.tech/registration-status

To access the registration portal URL and take the exam on the scheduled date: lionsclub.gascloud.tech

CONTEST CATEGORIES:
Category A: STUDENTS CATEGORY
Category B: TEACHERS/COACHES/PARENTS CATEGORY

Winners of the Panlalawigan Mind Challenge Envi Sci Quiz are encouraged to participate.
Environmental Science Quiz Guidelines

COVERAGE OF THE QUIZ

GRADE 1-12 STUDENTS: DepEd Minimum Learning Competencies related to Environmental Science Quiz and News from Prints and or Media

College Students/Teachers/Parents/Coaches: Questions related to Environment, Past, Present and Future

EXAM SCHEDULE
Exam Schedule: May 6
Grades 1-12 – Supervised Exam at 8am-9am

College Students/Teachers/Parents/Coaches:
LMS will be open for 1 HOUR Exam from 1am-12nn of May 6

Video on how to use the LMS can be accessed upon successful registration.
Environmental Science Quiz Guidelines

MECHANICS OF THE QUIZ

The participants will log in to GAS CLOUD LMS: lionsclub.gascloud.tech to take their exams. For Grade 1-12, Participants will use another gadget to log in to a provided google meet link with the Camera ON for monitoring and supervision purposes.

College Students/Teachers/Parents/Coaches: LMS will be open for 1 HOUR Exam from 1am-12nn of May 6. Participants will be given 60 minutes to finish the entire exam on their own.

Participants will only have a single chance to select his/her answer in every question. No changing of answer once selected.

The system is set up for 1st attempt-final answer in all questions. The system will not allow participants to change and go back to previous questions.

Only submitted answers to the LMS will be considered and counted. These questionnaires are to be answered independently and individually. Leaderboard will be shown after the exam to show the result.

ENGLISH will be the medium of instruction.
Envi Sci Essay Writing and Envi Sci Slogan Making

Slogan Making and Envi Sci Essay Writing Contest
1. There are FIVE Levels of competition:
   1.1 Primary (Grade 1-3);
   1.2 Intermediate Level (Grade 4-6),
   1.3 Junior High School Level (Grade 7-10) and
   1.4 Senior High School (Grade 11-12).
   1.5 College Students/Teachers/Parents/Coaches

2. Things to Use:
   Slogan Making: 1/4 Illustration Board and Black Pentel Pen, Ruler and Pencil
   Envi Sci Essay Writing: Google Form (A minimum of 200 words is needed to qualify for the contest) Time Duration: 1 Hour.

3. Grade 1-12 participants will use ZOOM and should open their camera and should wait for the signal for them to begin with the contest.
Contest Schedule: 10:00am. Details will be given during the contest.

College Students/Teachers/Parents/Coaches will submit their finished product in the provided google form on or before May 3, 8:00pm. The theme is given in the GOOGLE REGISTRATION FORM
Envi Sci Essay Writing and Envi Sci Slogan Making

Slogan Making and Envi Sci Essay Writing Contest

5. Criteria for Judging:
   5.1 **Slogan Making**: Relevance to the theme: 40%; Clarity of Message: 20%; Creativity: 15%; Originality 15%; Impact and Presentation: 10%. Total: 100%

   5.2 **Envi Sci Essay Writing**: Substance: 50%; Relevance to the Theme: 25%; Organization of Ideas: 25% Total: 100%
Envi Sci Dance – Pre Recorded Contest

1. There are Five Levels of competition:
   Primary (Grade 1-3);
   Intermediate Level (Grade 4-6),
   Junior High School Level (Grade 7-10) and
   Senior High School (Grade 11-12).
   OPEN CATEGORY
   (Composed of participants of different profile or background)

2. The team must be composed of Five Members. Registration Fee is Six Hundred Pesos per pax. The song to be interpreted is Kapaligiran by ASIN. The performance time should only last for 5 to 7 minutes.

3. Criteria for Judging: Concept and Interpretation: 40%; Choreography: 30%; Execution: 20% Costume: 10% Total: 100%

4. Link of recorded entry should be sent on or before May 3, 2023.
Environmental Science Quiz Guidelines

AWARDS

All participants will receive an E-certificate of Participation.

Top 3 Winners will receive an E-certificate of Merit and a Glass Medal.

Glass Medals for participants outside Cavite will be sent to the address used in the registration thru LBC.

Coaches of Winners for Grades 1-12 will receive E-certificate of Recognition.

ALL CHAMPIONS are encouraged to join in the CHAMPIONS NIGHT CEREMONY on August 5, 2023 in Tagaytay with a minimal fee.

List of winners will be posted in the following FB Group and Pages:

Saint Francis of Assisi College 104 LC FB Page
Panlalawigan Mind Challenge FB Page and Group
Environmental Science Quiz Guidelines

The Registration Fee of Six Hundred Pesos (Php600) will be used to finance the use of LMS, medals, facilitators fee, Courier Fee and Judges Fee.

Payments maybe made to GCASH Number
09999914281 ELOISA O. – President or
09917652103 KRISTINE A. - Treasurer

Thank you very much for your support!

For more inquiries, you may contact
Lion Doc. Santos T. Castillo Jr.
Charter President, SFAC 104 LC
09777017576

Lion Eloisa E. Olivera
President, SFAC 104 LC
Founding Director, Mind Challenge Envi Sci
09060132415